Year 1 Opportunities for home learning WEEK 13 – 8/7/20
Literacy

Maths

Topic

Monday

News Writing
Write a recount about your weekend news.
Try to use a range of time language eg, First,
Next, After and Finally. Try to include some
simple adjectives eg I painted a big painting.

Who has the widest hand in your family?
Ask each of your family members to draw round
one of their hands. Then using a ruler, measure
how wide each hand is. Who has the widest
hand? Can you order the hands from the widest
to the smallest?

DT
Design a Den – you can use cushions, a
table, chairs etc. Draw and label what you
would take inside. Then with the support of
your adult, make your den and go inside.
Have fun.

Tuesday

Phonics
Phonics using the sound ‘ey’ Taking the
words:
‘money’ ‘honey’ ‘donkey’ ‘turkey’ ‘trolley’
put them into sentences. Try to use
different sentence starters eg ‘The’ ‘My’
‘I’ ‘It’ ‘There’. Also, try to use the
connections ‘and’ ‘because’ ‘so’.

Measuring in centimetres
Select a range of objects and measure how long
they are using a ruler.

SCIENCE – The seasons
Draw and label something which happens
during each season. Eg In Autumn the leaves
begin to fall.
Autumn
Spring

Winter

Wednesday Handwriting – Part 1
Write out the following song - focusing on
your letter size and ensuring your letters are
of an even height.
Look the sun’s out, look the sun’s out
Hot, hot, bright blue sky
In the paddling pool. In the paddling pool.
Cool, cool, splash, splash, splash.

2D shape hunt
Go on a 2D shape hunt and record your data
using a tally chart. Total the number of shapes
you have found.
2D Shape
Circle
Square
Hexagon
Rectangle
Triangle
Pentagon

Tally Marks

Total

Summer

ART
Make a piece of sculpture using foil. Can you
make your sculpture stand up?

Thursday

Friday

Write a poem about Summer using your
senses.
I can see
I can hear
I can feel
I can taste
I am happy that Summer is here!

Design a maths board game
Include a range of maths sums using ‘add’
‘subtraction’ ‘multiplication’ and ‘division;. You
can include your doubles and halves too.

Handwritng - part 2
.Play the maths board game you made
Now write out the rest of the song yesterday with your family.
focusing on your letter size and ensuring
your letters are of an even height. Once you Good luck and have fun!
have written it, you can sing the song - it
uses the same tune as ‘Wind the bobbin up’.
Don’t forget to start with part 1 (from
Wednesday).
Play in the garden, play in the pool,
Play in the woods when it’s dark and cool.
Children play together in the sun
Summertime is lots of fun.

Science and Geography
Brainstorm the different kinds of vegetables
that can be grown in a garden eg cabbage,
carrots. Brainstorm the kinds of trees that
give us fruit eg apple tree.
Draw a map of a vegetable garden. Include a
key showing the different vegetable beds
and fruit trees. Don’t forget to include some
path ways too.

Over the summer
Make a list of some of the fun things you
would like to do with your family over the
summer. Try to do at least one of them each
week.
Have fun!

